FUTSAL LEAGUE RULES
1. Once the schedule is sent, teams need to accept the time of the
game and play, if the team does not accept, the team will forfeit.
2. Games will be played Wednesday Nights either 8pm, 9pm or 10pm.
3. If your team can't make it to the game on Wednesday, it is important
that you let the tournament director know 2 days before that you will
not be able to make it.
4. Games will start at designated time. If the team is not there, the team
will have 15 minutes more after the time to be there. If the team is not
there, there will be a forfeit.
5. Forfeit counts as 5 goals against.
6. No player can play on 2 different teams during the whole tournament.
The players can only play on the team roster that was registered at
the beginning of the tournament. (Only one team)
7. When there is a forfeit game, both teams STILL need to pay the fee
amount.
8. Teams can ONLY register 10 players in their respective teams.
9. Team that leaves the arena without paying the fee amount, no matter
the result, will conduct to a loss and an additional penalty fee.
10. Teams CANNOT bring any players from pick up games,
reservations if they need additional players.
11. All the teams need to have a uniform or a same color shirt for their
team to play and get registered for the league.
12. Any fight before, during and after the game will conduct to a forfeit
for the team and a suspension.
13. The tournament fee needs to be paid BEFORE your game.
14. Games will be played 20 minutes - 2 halves
15. You have the right to ask for 2 timeouts during the whole game, 1
on the first half and 1 on the second half. Timeouts are 1-minute long.

16. For each game there will be the 4 seconds rule on the kick in, goal
kick and corner kicks.
17. The Referee will count the 4 seconds rule to the goalkeeper as
well.
18. Goalkeeper must wear a different color shirt from the rest of the
team.
19. For the goal kick, the game has to be restarted with the hands of
the goalkeeper not the feet.
20. Free kicks and corner kicks, the opposing team has to be a
minimum of 5 yards away from the ball.
21. For the fouls, there will be 5 cumulative fouls. After the fifth foul on
the same half. The team will have a direct free kick with no wall. 3
feet from the penalty spot.
22. There are no offsides in futsal.
23. Games will count as the following: Victory (3 points), Tie (1 point),
Lost (0 point).
24. If we are playing a group stage game, and the game is tied there
WILL NOT be extra time.
25. If we are playing a knockout stage game, and the game is tied,
there will be PENALTY KICKS right after the game is over.
26. When the ball touches the top net located at the futsal field from
the arena. The ball must be reset from the side as a kick in for the
designated team.
27. If your team goes to the final, both teams must pay the last
tournament fee.

